
Plot Twist

TEC

[Intro]
Feel like everything he want he gotta take it

The principle and teacher told him he wouldn't make it too see 18, chase dreams. (ahh)
Hussein bitch, you know what it is

You know a nigga gone respect my nuts you know
Never stood down, never was a stand down ass nigga ever (bitch)

[Chorus]
Little nigga posted on the block with a beretta with no safety, feel like everything he want he 

gotta take it
The principle and teacher told him he wouldn't make it too see 18, say his life he wasting

Like his OG's standing on the block so long, he watched it go from powder to that rock to heroin
The epidemic switching hip-hop turn to gimmick business, rich niggas penny pinching, felons 

befriending snitches
And that's what the fuck we call a plot twist, like seeing your main man on some opp shit

That fuck pulling over bussing all at the cops shit, a hundred in that mop stick, like I'm clumsy 
ill drop shit

[Pre-Chorus]
Make me flash ima drop a bag on you, choppa flash 50 out that mag on you

Merchandise now you got a tag on you, (ahh) a toe tag on you

[Verse]
Fuck it let's get on some spinning shit (fuck it we spinning), 7.62 in the wind shit (the shots we 

sending), no wrestling move but we pin shit
Just like movie credits, this the end bitch (yeahh yeahhh)

Buck shots out that Mossberg make the car swerve, bring it quick like a hor d'oeuver for them 
war words

You ever saw purge, this sicker than a movie
They gone put you in a casket and fill you with bombing fluid bitch!

[Pre-Chorus]
Make me flash ima drop a bag on you, choppa flash 50 out that mag on you

Merchandise now you got a tag on you, (ahh) a toe tag on you

[Chorus]
Little nigga posted on the block with a beretta with no safety, feel like everything he wants he 

gotta take it
The principle and teacher told him he wasn't gonna make it too see 18, say his life he wasting

Like his OG's standing on the block so long, he watched it go from powder to that rock to 
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heroin. (heroin)
The epidemic switching hip-hop turn to gimmick business, rich niggas penny pinching, felons 

befriending snitches

[Outro]
And this, and this just what this shit coming to (ya heard me), this what the fucking world is 

coming to you know
Ay, I'm just the messenger though, I ain't really, I ain't really tryna change shit though, cause I 

know ain't shit gone change
You know what I'm saying, so I just hope somebody can hear this shit, you know and I 

influence one of the people that's gone try and change it
Cause I done gave up on this shit, you heard me
The game all fucked up, yall can have that shit

Real talk yall little niggas can have that shit mane, you know
Standing on the block so long (longgg), say the OG's standing on the block so long
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